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The Roof of the Shul  
 כל עיר שגגותיה גבוהין מבית הכסת לסוף חרבה 

T he Gemara tells us that if there is a city in which the 

roofs of the houses are taller than the shul, that city will ulti-

mately be destroyed. Many commentators explain the cause 

and effect aspect of this statement. 

The lesson is that if the people of a community place 

greater importance upon their personal physical comforts 

and mundane pursuits more than they place upon their spir-

itual and holy endeavors, this city has demonstrated a priori-

ty system which is flawed, and the situation portends doom. 

The Gemara expresses this in vivid terms with an illustra-

tion. If the roofs of the houses and buildings reach higher 

levels than the top of the shul, where davening and Torah 

take place, then this situation is tragic, and the city will not 

be sustained. 

The verse in Devarim (22:8) tells us that when a person 

builds a new house, he must put up a fence (מעקה) around 

its roof.  Once again, our concept can be read into the words 

of the verse.  When a person is involved in building and de-

veloping his home and physical surroundings, he must be 

careful to put a fence around it.  The upper limits of the ef-

forts which he expends in constructing his personal home 

should not be exaggerated and given too much emphasis.  It 

is certainly inappropriate when the needs of his personal 

abode are put on a higher plateau than the needs of the place 

where he davens or learns.  If this proper balance is main-

tained, then a person can expect to merit the blessing which 

is presented at the end of the verse: “No bloodshed shall be 

placed in your house.”  Peace and tranquility will reside in 

one’s house when the correct sense of priorities are main-

tained in placing spiritual needs above those of one’s physical 

existence. 

Gemara GEM OVERVIEW of the Daf 
1) Teachings from Rava bar Mechasya in the name of R’ 

Chama bar Guryah in the name of Rav (cont.) 

1.  A city that has houses taller than the Beis HaKnesses 

will be destroyed. 

2.  A list of preferences for employers is provided. 

3.  A list of the lesser of two evils is provided. 

4. A poetic statement about the complexity of govern-

ment is made. 

5.  Fasting because of a bad dream is constructive.  A sto-

ry is related about this idea. 
 

2) Interrupting an activity for Krias Shma 

How can the Mishnah say that one interrupts an activity 

to recite Krias Shma when the Mishnah earlier said that once 

an activity has commenced it does not have to be interrupt-

ed? 

The Gemara answers that this last halacha refers to inter-

rupting learning to recite Krias Shma as the Baraisa states, 

one must interrupt their learning for Krias Shma but not for 

Shemoneh Esrei. 

R’ Yochanan limits this ruling to those talmidei chacha-

mim whose learning is their occupation. 
 

3) MISHNAH:  Activities that are prohibited before Shabbos 

lest they lead to a violation of Shabbos are presented.  A simi-

lar restriction is recorded prohibiting a zav and zavah from 

eating a meal together lest it lead to sin. 
 

4) Barriers to safeguard Rabbinic violations 

A Mishnah prohibits a person standing in one domain 

from leaning and drinking in another domain to prevent an 

unintentional violation of the Torah prohibition of trans-

porting an object.  The Gemara questions whether this re-

striction would also be in place to prevent a Rabbinic viola-

tion, i.e. if one of the domains was a karmelis.  Abaye main-

tains that the restriction applies and Rava argues asserting 

that Chazal do not impose decrees upon decrees. 

Abaye unsuccessfully attempts to prove that his position 

is correct. 
 

5) Conflicting Baraisos regarding a zav wearing a pouch 

There are contradictory Baraisos concerning the permissi-

bility of a zav wearing a pouch in the street.  The Gemara 

initially thought that the Baraisos could be explained with 

the opinions of R’ Meir and R’ Yehudah who differ regard-

ing transporting an object in a fashion that is generally con-

sidered unusual but is common for that person. 

After the Gemara’s initial resolution to the contradiction 

fails the Gemara searches for alternative ways to resolve the 

contradiction.   

 REVIEW and Remember 
1. How did R’ Ashi protect his city? 

2. When is it permitted for a person to fast on Shabbos? 

3. What activity exempts a person from Krias Shema and 

Shemoneh Esrei? 

4. What level prohibition is violated if a tailor walks out of 

his home with a pin in his coat? 



Number 73— א“שבת י  

Plastic hat covers and galoshes 
והא מיבעי ליה כדי שלא יטפו כליו. אמר רבי זירא: האי תא הוא  

 דאמר כל אצולי טיוף לא קא חשיב.

The sack is necessary in order that the zav not dirty his clothes. 

Rav Zeira explained that this Tanna is the one who holds that 

whatever is done in order to prevent something from becoming 

soiled is not considered significant.  

I t appears clear from the conclusion of the discussion that 

the pouch that the zav carries in order to prevent the sully-

ing of his garments is considered to be carrying, and is 

therefore forbidden to be transferred from one domain to 

another1. However, a true garment, although it is worn spe-

cifically in order to prevent soiling, is permitted to be worn 

while a person walks from domain to domain, since it is a 

regular garment being worn in the normal fashion2. There-

fore, it is permitted to walk out wearing a raincoat over 

one’s suit, or a rain hat, since these are garments being 

worn in the usual manner. 

However, modern Poskim disagree strongly about plastic 

hat covers that are made specifically to be worn over a hat to 

protect it (i.e. – the hat) from rain or snow. Actually, this 

question was discussed centuries ago by the Maharashdam3 

who ruled leniently because the rain covering does have the 

status of a garment, being that it is worn during rain storms. 

Many present-day Poskim do rule leniently and permit the 

wearing of a plastic cover over a hat. Rav Shlomo Zalman 

Auerbach4 permits it since people are careful to utilize plas-

tic hat covers that fit snugly over their hats; thus the cover 

becomes negated to the hat and is worn as a garment. Many 

other Poskim5 permit the wearing of the hat cover for addi-

tional reasons. However, Rav Moshe Feinstein6 wrote at 

length to prohibit wearing a hat cover on Shabbos. He felt 

that the cover cannot be considered a garment since it is 

worn to protect the hat, and not the person. Thus, a rain 

hat that is not intended for additional warmth or protection 

to the person from the rain is forbidden. Numerous 

Poskim7 similarly forbid the plastic hat covering.  [It should 

be noted that wearing a simple plastic shopping bag over a 

hat is prohibited since it cannot be considered a garment8.] 

However, it is permitted to wear galoshes or rubbers 

that fit over one’s shoes. Even Rav Moshe Feinstein9, who 

prohibits wearing a plastic hat cover, permits galoshes since 

in addition to protecting the shoes, they also protect the 

person himself by adding warmth, and protecting his feet 

from the moisture and cold of the rain; therefore, the ga-

loshes are given the status of garments.   
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Diagrams are used, with permission, from  פירוש חי על מסכת שבת. 

Wool or cotton is placed in opening of the tube.  An opening 

is left to allow the thread to unravel and to come out.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The spool of thread in the stopper is thrown up and back be-

tween the threads of the warp. 

Daf Diagram  


